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Refugees underperform in terms of labour market integration

Reseachquestion: What are European governments doing 
to facilitate their labour market integration? 

Employment rate by reason of migration and years of residence in the 

European Union, 15-64, 2014

Source: OCDE (2016), p. 21. Data cover 25 countries of the EU. 
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REFMISMES Study

ANALYSIS
� Reach and beneficiaries

� Impact on LMI

� Effectiveness (cost)

� Institutional setting

� Contextual (success and 
failure) factors

• Rapid Mapping of Refugee Labour Market Integration 
Support Measures (REFMISMES) in EU Member States 
(States, civil society and private sector)

• 9 country case studies: Austria, Denmark, France, Germany, 
Italy, Netherlands Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom

• Inventory of 94 REFMISMES 
� Skills and needs assessment

� Skills development

� Incentives for economic integration

� Job intermediation

� Recognition of skills and qualifications

� Integrated measures



KEY FINDINGS I: TRENDS
• Clear policy trend to facilitate labour market integration

of refugees and asylum seekers…

• Common challenges and patterns…
• …and converging policy response across countries. 

“Standard” package: 
� Early skills assessment

� Introduction programme (cultural orientation, socio-professional orientation)

� Intensive language courses

� Access to general job intermediation services

• …but too many initiatives and pilot measures, not 
comprehensive approach

• Mainstreaming into general public services and schemes…… 



KEY FINDINGS II: CHALLENGES
• …but refugees have specific needs and need tailor-made 

measures (as any other group with specific needs -ALMPs)

• Few targeted measures (women, low-skilled)

• Significant administrative obstacles remain
� Housing; Residence permits; Social benefits structure

• Territorial distribution of migrants does not take into account 
labour market demand

• Fragmentation of REFMISMES and multiplicity of actors
• Huge differences across nationals from different countries
• No quick fix: complex process and no success model 

(case of Sweden is revealing)



KEY FINDINGS III: 
OUTSTANDING PRACTICES
• Denmark, Sweden: “Integration/Introduction programme”

• Denmark, Sweden: Short-term subsidized employment

• Germany: “Early Intervention” pilot project 

• Netherlands: Employers-led skills recognition

• Austria: Voluntary integration year

• France, Italy: civil society/municipal local support 
programmes/”circles” (Accelair, SPRAR)

• Spain: practitioner’s information network (concept)

• UK: “New Scots” Strategy



FROM FINDINGS …
TO POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS?
• Success and failure factors difficult to identify 

(recent measures, little information available, dispersion)

• Multilevel governance mechanisms required

• Mainstreaming is not enough: capacity of public 
services

• Mobilize resources commensurate with the social and 
economic challenges involved

• Mutual learning possible � Scope for EU action



Questioning some assumptions
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• Refugees are (unemployed) workers: 
� Different psychological status

� Other incentives

� Former work experience ?

� No ALMPs, Activation first

• “Integrate” them . Integration as a two-way process applies 
also to VET systems and Public Employment Systems

• Can standard labour matching and job intermediation 
techniques apply to humanitarian cases?

• Language learning first or labour integration first?
• Labour integration first or social integration first 

(volunteer work)?

Hungary. Queuing for the PES?



THE QUESTION 
OF REFMISMES 
MAY SEEM 
TECHNICAL, 
BUT IT IS 
CRUCIAL FOR 
THE FUTURE OF 
EUROPE

� FROM REFUGEES TO WORKERS TO CITIZENS


